




On the Sola:r盟ousewith Se:nding Ai:r Sola:r Collector 
Hiiroyasu SHINGU and Akihiko INOUE 
In this paper， some disscussion are given on a solar house having a new type heating 
system which can send both air and water 
The heating system has two solar collectors to invidual storages. Th巴 sendingair solar 
collector is also connected to a heat changer to heat and store water. 
The air storage is constructed as a part of foundation of the house， and the heat accumulater 
in it， consists of aggregate of cobbles. The heat absorption material of the solar collector 
consists of metal wool， inorder to get high rate of heat transformation 
The e妊ectof heat absorption was examined in the tests， and it was concluded that the use of 
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